Small hydrocyclones are an attractive technology for biomass separation from fermentation processes. The interactive effect of design parameters on the performance of mini-hydrocyclones is, however, not fully explored and studies are often limited by the challenges in manufacturing such small units. Here, 10-mm minihydrocyclones are produced by 3D printing and the impact of spigot diameter, vortex finder diameter and height on separation performance is studied. A central composite rotatable design was adopted to obtain information on the relation between the variables and their influence on concentration ratio and recovery of yeast from a highly diluted system. A Pareto front for separation performance was generated and shown to be suitable to select an optimal design for a set of process constraints.
Introduction
The downstream processing of fermentation products from renewable feedstocks is complex and expensive, which currently hinders their competitiveness levels. The bioproducts of interest are often present in highly diluted aqueous systems that need to be concentrated. A first step in the separation and purification of such systems is the separation of biomass, which is usually achieved by filtration, centrifugation, or sedimentation. However, the efficacy of filters can be limited due to low capacity and high maintenance costs, centrifuges often require high maintenance and investment costs [1] , and sedimentation suffers from long residence times [2] .
In hydrocyclones, the cut size that can be achieved is directly proportional to their diameter, so mini-hydrocyclones, e.g., 10 mm in diameter, offer an attractive alternative for bioseparations. The residence time in mini-hydrocyclones is short, their maintenance is easy, and they can be applied to continuous processes; in addition, these units do not contain moving parts and can be easily sterilized.
Many studies have focused on the effect of operating parameters on the concentration of yeast biomass from diluted systems using mini-hydrocyclones. It has been shown that separation efficiency can be increased by operating at higher flow rates [3] and also at lower yeast feed concentrations [3] [4] [5] [6] . Separation can also be enhanced at higher operating pressures [4, 5, 7] and at higher temperature [4] .
Design aspects of mini-hydrocyclones for the concentration of yeast have also received attention in the literature, either comparing different commercial units [4, 8] or assessing geometrical design parameters. In general, it is well understood that the concentration ratio increases with vortex finder diameter and decreases with spigot diameters [4] . Bicalho et al. [7] found that the separation efficiency of yeast in a 10-mm hydrocyclone was increased by reducing the inlet and vortex finder diameters as well as the angle of the conical section, although without neither varying the spigot diameter nor the height of the vortex finder.
The height of the vortex finder has been found to have an impact on the tangential velocities between the conical and cylindrical sections of mini-hydrocyclones [9] , with the deeper inserts resulting in lower tangential velocities. Hwang and Chou [10] , on the other hand, assessed different vortex finder structures in mini-hydrocyclones and evaluated the effects of their thickness, height, and shape on particle separation efficiency.
Despite multiple studies on the influence of design on minihydrocyclone performance, multiple levels for the variables of interest and the investigation of nonlinear trends and interactive effects have not been fully explored. A limitation in the studies of design variables in mini-hydrocyclones might be linked to the difficulties in manufacturing these units, which are often made of acrylic materials. The 3D printing technology can provide the resolution required to accurately manufacture mini-hydrocyclones and has been used recently to manufacture novel designs [11, 12] .
In this work, the effect of vortex finder diameter, spigot diameter, and vortex finder height on the separation efficiency of yeast in 10-mm mini-hydrocyclones is investigated. Multiple mini-hydrocyclone designs were 3D-printed and used in a central composite rotatable design (CCRD) [13] set of experiments to understand the interactions between the aforementioned design variables and generate predictive models and response surfaces of the separation performance.
Experimental Setup
The mini-hydrocyclones used in this work were 3D-printed on transparent acrylic (VeroClear) using an Objet30 Pro printer, which has a horizontal build layer of 28 mm and a build resolution of 600 600 900 dpi. All the designs were 10 mm in diameter, 51.4 mm in height, and with a tangential inlet of 4 mm 2 . Three factors were varied: the vortex finder diameter (VF 1) ), the spigot diameter (SP), and the vortex finder height (VF-H).
A CCRD experiment considering these three factors was conducted to determine the influence of design parameters on the separation performance of the mini-hydrocyclones, i.e., recovery and concentration ratio. The center point for the experimental design had a VF of 2.5 mm, SP of 2.5 mm, and VF-H of 5 mm. The other points used in the CCRD experiments, which were run in a randomized order, are presented in Tab. 1.
For the experiments, the mini-hydrocyclone units were placed in a housing located above a sump tank, which had a stirrer to maintain the particles suspended. The overflow and underflow discharged into the sump and enabled the collection of samples for analysis. A diluted suspension of yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, with a concentration of 0.5 g L -1 , was selected. The density of the yeast was 1100 kg m -3 . A Malvern Mastersizer 2000 was used to carry out measurements of the particle size distribution of the yeast cells, as indicated in Tab. 2.
The feed flow rate to the hydrocyclones was set to 65 mL s -1 . It is relevant to point out that the designs that had both VF and SP of 1.9 mm, exhibited higher pressure requirements and were close to the limits in operating range of the experimental rig. Samples of the overflow and underflow streams were taken to determine the volumetric flow rates. The concentration of yeast on these streams was measured by a Laxco DSM cell density meter.
To assess whether yeast cell breakage takes place, trypan blue exclusion was conducted for samples of the underflow for three different designs. For this purpose, a solution of 0.5 mL of 0.4 % trypan blue was mixed with 0.5 mL of the yeast suspension from the underflow samples, and after 15 min, the solution was added into a Bright-Line hemacytometer (Hausser Scientific), where cell counting was performed. The exclusion was conducted for the center point hydrocyclone and a hydrocyclone with SP = 1.9 mm, VF = 1.9 mm, and VF-H = 3.2 mm, as for the latter the highest shear stress is expected. The viability loss of yeast cells for these designs was 2.9 and 2.3 %, respectively.
Results and Discussion
The average underflow and overflow flow rates for all the minihydrocyclone designs tested as part of the CCRD experiments carried out are summarized in Tab. 3. The standard deviations for the flow rate measurements were between 0.03 and 0.79 mL s -1 . The concentration of yeast for each stream is also presented in Tab. 3. 
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Recovery of Solids
The recovery of solids from the experiments can be calculated as the ratio of the mass flow rate of particles (yeast) in the underflow, m yeast,UF , to the mass flow rate of particles in the feed, m yeast,Feed (Eq. (1)):
Contour diagrams of solids recovery are presented in Figs. 1-3 . Each figure illustrates the solids recovery as a function of two of the design variables and at different levels of the third one. The recovery of yeast is shown to be affected by all three parameters, with the diameters of both vortex finder and spigot having a larger effect than the vortex finder height.
The contours demonstrate that lower values of vortex finder height result in higher yeast recoveries. It is postulated that for this system the detrimental effect of the vortex finder height is related to the vortex finder obstructing the flow and reducing the percentage of solids reporting to the underflow. The effect of changes in the diameters of the spigot and the vortex finder proved to be more complex. Although in general it would seem that higher recovery values are achieved at lower vortex finder diameters, this is not the case at the higher values of spigot diameters considered in the experiments, where the effect is nonlinear. The nonlinear effect of vortex finder on recovery of yeast is evident.
A regression analysis of the experimental data was then performed to obtain a predictive model for recovery that includes interaction between the variables and up to second-order terms. Eq. (2) describes the mathematical model derived for recovery, R. Note that the regression coefficients for the variables are omitted for clarity (can be found in Tab. 4) , and that predictors with p values greater than 0.05 were removed from the model. The model fitness is indicated by a coefficient of determination R 2 = 0.988. 
Selecting a mini-hydrocyclone design for a given separation would depend not only on the recovery than can be achieved but also on constraints imposed by the requirements of the process in terms of the concentration ratio. Experimental results for concentration ratio and its modeling are discussed below.
Concentration Ratio
The concentration ratio, CR, is an indication of how many times the percentage of solids in the concentrate is upgraded with regards to that in the feed. For the experiments in this work it is calculated as the ratio between the concentration of yeast in the underflow, c yeast,UF , and the concentration of yeast in the feed, c yeast,Feed (Eq. (3)).
It was found that for the range of values investigated in the CCRD, the effect of changes in the vortex finder height on concentration ratio were not statistically significant. However, there was an effect on recovery, so the vortex finder height can be manipulated to enhance recovery without affecting the concentration ratio. The contour diagram of concentration ratio as a function of vortex finder and spigot diameters is presented in Fig. 4 . It is observed that the concentration ratio can be increased by decreasing the diameter of the spigot, which can be linked to higher pressures that would be expected due to the www.cet-journal.com reduction of the outlet diameter. The dependency of concentration ratio on vortex finder diameter, on the other hand, was found to be nonlinear.
As in the previous section, a regression analysis provided the model for the concentration ratio as indicated in Eq. (4). The model, which has a coefficient of determination of R 2 = 0.921, includes all predictors for which p values were lower than 0.05. Eq. (4) is shown without the regression coefficients, which are reported in Tab. 5. Research Article
Selection of an Optimal Mini-hydrocyclone Design
The mathematical models obtained for the recovery of yeast and concentration ratio in the mini-hydrocyclones can be used to inform on the selection of optimal design parameters. For these separation units, however, performance is a trade-off between recovery and concentration ratio, and the optimal design will be governed by the specific requirements of the operation, which is often dependent on further downstream processing.
A recovery-concentration ratio curve can be useful to assess the performance of a given mini-hydrocyclone unit with respect to other designs. Moreover, based on the models in Eqs. (2) and (4), and constraining the ranges of values of the design variables to those tested on the CCRD, a Pareto front can be www.cet-journal.com obtained that shows the maximum recovery which can be attained for a given concentration ratio, or vice versa. Fig. 5 displays such a Pareto front, while some of the designs that sit on the Pareto front are included in Tab. 6. This procedure can help in the selection of a mini-hydrocyclone design for either the dewatering of yeast suspensions or the recovery of yeast cells.
Conclusions
A CCRD study has been conducted to understand the effect that mini-hydrocyclone design parameters have on the separation performance of yeast suspensions. 3D printing was used to manufacture the mini-hydrocyclones with different spigot diameters, vortex finder heights, and vortex finder diameters. By means of this 3D printing technology, it was possible to accurately control the aforementioned design parameters, which had in the past been a limitation to study designs other than those of commercially available mini-hydrocyclones.
The experimental design allowed the assessment of the impact that these variables have on the recovery of yeast and the concentration ratio. It was found that recovery is affected by all the design variables, including nonlinear effects for the spigot and vortex finder diameters. The concentration ratio was found not to be influenced by the height of the vortex finder, which indicates that this design variable can be adjusted to optimize recovery without compromising the concentration ratios that can be achieved.
Mathematical models were obtained from regression analyses that included the interactive effect of the predictors as well as second-order terms. The models were applied to find optimal mini-hydrocyclone designs that maximize separation performance, for which the trade-off between recovery and concentration ratio had to be considered. A Pareto front was generated that can be used to inform on the selection of optimal mini-hydrocyclone design parameters for a particular process. 
